Rational manufacturing of functionalized, long-term stable perfluorocarbon-nanoemulsions for site-specific 19F magnetic resonance imaging.
Perfluorocarbon (PFC)-nanoemulsions (NE) are a convenient tool for 19F magnetic resonance imaging in cell and animal experiments. Typical preparation methods, like high-pressure homogenization or microfluidization, produce nanoemulsions in mL-scale. However, experiments usually require only miniscule amounts of PFC-NE, several 100 µL. For site-specific imaging tissue-specific ligands, e.g. peptides or antibodies, are covalently bound to the NE surface. This requires the use of expensive functionalized phospholipids containing reactive groups (e.g. maleimide), which often deteriorate quickly in liquid storage, rendering the manufacturing process highly cost-inefficient. A technique to manufacture storage stable NE that maintain their functionality for coupling of various ligands is desired. Different PFC-NE formulations and preparation techniques were compared and the most suitable of these was tested in short-, as well as long-term stability tests. Droplet size stability was investigated by dynamic light scattering and cryogenic transmission electron microscopy over 1.5 a. Surface modifiability was assessed by a fluorescence assay. The utility of these NE was proven in an in vitro model. The established PFC-NE platform offers a cost-efficient way to produce larger amounts of long-term storable imaging agents, which can be surface-modified on demand for application in targeted 19F MRI.